HUGO BOSS is one of the leading premium fashion and lifestyle companies with around 14,000 employees
worldwide. As the most important interface to our customers, you have a passion for our products and act as brand
ambassador for HUGO BOSS. Join a team that creates an exceptional brand and shopping experience with
enthusiasm, fun and expertise – because to create something extraordinary, we must explore new paths together.
Shape your personal future at HUGO BOSS!

Sales Associate – HUGO BOSS Outlet, Ringsted
HUGO BOSS Nordic ApS | Ringsted | Denmark | Part-time
We have an exciting opportunity as Sales Associate for our HUGO BOSS Outlet in Ringsted. HUGO BOSS is looking for a service
minded, committed and passionate part time Sales Associate for our team. As Sales Associate your primary task will be to deliver
excellent customer experiences by give our customers the best advice and service, and to ensure that the store is always
presentable.
Key responsibilities






To sell and provide excellent service and experiences to customers
Visual Merchandising in accordance to guidelines
To keep daily maintenance of the store and stock room
Complete and participate in internal trainings

Required qualifications








You are a skilled salesperson with experience from a similar position
You must be able to communicate in both Danish and English
It is considered as a clear advantage, if you are familiar with KPI’s
You understand and represent the brand attributes
You are fashion-conscious and responsible and always presents a professional image
You are always conscientious and loyal

Benefits



Diverse portfolio of tailored training and professional development measures
Dynamic and inspirational work culture

HUGO BOSS offers its employees exceptional working conditions in an international environment. If you are interested in the
fashion sector and challenges inspire your ambition, we would like to get to know you.
We look forward to receiving your application and CV in English via careers.hugoboss.com/job

